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“[S]omeone who hears the sound of the horn but does not take warning, and a
sword comes and takes him away, his blood will be on his own head. . . . But if
you on your part warn a wicked person to turn from his way and he does not turn
from his way, he will die for his wrongdoing, but you have saved your life.. . .Turn
back, turn back from your evil ways! Why then should you die, . . .?” -(Ezekial
33:4-10)

SUMMARY
The ‘smoking guns’ neglected in Fauci’s e-mails woefully evidence a series of crimes,
including treason and terrorism in biowarfare, victimizing We The People worldwide.
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Evidence analyzed here clearly-and-convincingly proves biowarfare is being committed
internationally by governments “captured” by a “National Security ‘Crime’ Syndicate” in
which Dr. Anthony Fauci operates as a deranged bureaucrat.
This “parade” features humanicide in accordance with profitable depopulation objectives
schemed by Big Tech’s “transhumanists.”
With artificial intelligence (“AI”), why sustain “useless eaters”?
The gross black-outs in this analyzed section of Fauci e-mails also evidences
“tampering” in violation of Title 18 U.S.C. § 1519. This is the “low hanging fruit”. Lacking
attention thereto compounds impressions of gross negligence and reckless impropriety
within the Justice Department that evades its investigative duty and transparency.
Key agents in government, the military, academia, and industry are identified herein.
They are named in-and-around this most censored section of Fauci e-mails. Redactions
protecting these parties’ complicity evidence an organized criminal conspiracy to
fraudulently conceal crucial AIDS science tied to COVID’s evolutionary virology, mRNA
vaccinology, and competing remedies that bolster immunity with little to no risks.
In this context, all safe and effective competing ‘natural remedies’ and medicines have
been unfairly and deceptively restrained from trade enriching stockholders in the
public/private National Security Crime Syndicate.
Fauci’s e-mails provide clear-and-convincing evidence of racketeering by co-conspiring
agents in the CIA, FBI, NSA, academica, British intelligence, Eastern Communist and
Western Capitalist businesses and military communities. These stockholders in the
public/private racket have leveraged the COVID pandemic for unjust enrichment and
their elite’s protection. They have, thus far, secured their National Security Syndicate’s
geopolitical and economic interests in population control without widespread discovery
necessary to arrest their fascistic subversions.
Putting this intelligence in the hands of those willing and able to oppose these demons
can help save lives.
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INTRODUCTION
Fauci E-mail Redactions Evidence Racketeering
“Silence is often evidence of the most persuasive character,” ruled U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Louis Brandeis when convicting an illegal immigrant pleading his Fifth
Amendment right to remain silent. The man had entered the U.S. illegally to distribute
propaganda advocating for “the overthrow of the Government of the United States by
force or violence.”
Similar ‘silence’ persuasively evidencing the overthrow of health science and global
governments, including the government of the United States and China, by the makers
of COVID-19 and related media propaganda is shown on pages 3125 thru 3135 of Dr.
Anthony Fauci’s e-mails.
These e-mails were obtained, curiously at the same time, by CNN, the ‘Washington
Post’, and ‘BuzzFeed’ on or about June 1, 2021. The same media followed-up with their
own show of ‘silence’ and diversionary propaganda. As in Judge Brandeis’s case, all of
this involves threats to America’s existence (along with that of the “Free World”).
Additional symptoms of this “systemic disease” include violence in the streets and
skyrocketing crimes and murder rates. Drug cartels dominating politics, illegal
immigration, and the “border crisis,” are all cloaked by complicit media agents and
networks tripping over criminal evidence like ‘elephants under their carpets’; each
deploying deceptive propaganda.
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No news sources have, to date, revealed what this most heavily ‘silenced’ (i.e., redacted
or censored) part of the Fauci e-mail ‘dump’ contains, except yours truly in this article.
Does stupidity, or complicity, best explain this delinquency and secrecy? You decide.
Regarding the lab origin of COVID-19, and Fauci’s complicity therein, the media and
politicians are recklessly neglecting and diverting from the obvious ‘elephants’–the
“smoking guns” in Fauci’s e-mails — the National Security ‘Crime’ Syndicate’s ‘Achilles’
heel.’
This saga is reminiscent of the irony, tragedy, and wisdom in The Emperor’s New
Clothes. That famous folktale by Danish author Hans Christian Andersen is about a
“vain emperor” who got exposed before his subjects. The emperor paraded through the
streets like Fauci has done, and continues to do, metaphorically ‘nude’. A single child
shouts in the crowd the obvious to no avail. The ‘sheeple’ don’t hear, keep silent, and
the parade keeps marching.
The ‘silence,’ censorship, gross ‘redactions,’ and key correspondence in Fauci’s e-mails
from January 31 thru February 2, 2020, evidences the National Security Crime
Syndicate’s most important cover-up. These e-mails evidence panic in Fauci’s ‘inner
circle.’ Panic over emerging scientific evidence of COVID-19’s lab origin, and ‘gain-offunction’ AIDS-virus spike protein transmission device in the military bioweapon.
This silenced section of Fauci’s e-mails provides the “smoking gun” that shot civilization
and the global economy in the heart and soul.
_______________
“[T]he National Security Crime Syndicate leveraged the so-called ‘moratorium’ to
transfer suspicion to China from America, foment divisive politics, and covertly enrich its
enterprise in ‘defense spending.’ “
_______________
This section of e-mails evidences beyond reasonable doubt the organized criminal
enterprise that hatched COVID-19. That is the same cartel I have studied and vetted for
a quarter century. That is the same ‘racketeering enterprise’ that imposed HIV/AIDS
upon mostly gay and Black communities during the early 1970s. (You can review that
history in this author’s award-winning, best-selling, book, Emerging Viruses: AIDS &
Ebola—Nature, Accident or Intentional?) Old business joins new business here to
evidence the same-old criminal malfeasance in the globalists’ ‘pattern-and-practice’ of
committing genocide, now ‘humanicide.’ Here the corporate-fascists are evidenced
incriminating Fauci’s superiors.
These covert ‘operatives’ in the international intelligence communities, and their
‘smoking guns,’ leverage two intertwined diseases, HIV/AIDS and SARS/CoV. These
plagues were combined in the “COVID-19 Coup.” If that were not true, Fauci’s minions’
panic starting January 31, 2020, would not have occurred. Nor would this evidence be
available in his telling e-mails.
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This is a global cause for unprecedented alarm, best explaining the near compete
silence, secrecy, and gross redactions of this incriminating evidence surrounding the
cabal’s emergency “teleconference” held on Sunday, February 1, 2020.
That series of e-mails, and urgent teleconference, shows a ‘meeting-of-the-minds’ to
cover-up crucial science. This evidences malicious intent to conceal scientific
documents under federal (White House) investigations at that time. That alone is a
felony per 18 U.S.C. § 1519.
Evidence begins with the urgent e-mail that Fauci sent to Francis Collins, the Director of
the National Institutes of Health (NIH), shown below:

Here, at 5:58 in the morning of Sunday, Feb. 2, 2020, Fauci’s presumed superior,
Francis Collins, wrote: “In case you haven’t seen, attached is the Indian paper claiming
HIV sequences have been inserted into 2019-nCoV.” Collins added, “which has been
roundly debunked.”
Collins’s allegation that the “Indian paper . . . has been roundly debunked” is false. If
this was true, then Collins would not have: (1) urgently contacted Fauci before 6 a.m. on
a Sunday morning to discuss spin-strategy; and (2) used the words “pretty useful” in
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characterizing “Jon Cohen’s piece in Science” that did not address the substance of the
“Indian paper” by authors Preshant Pradhan, et. al.
The Collins-directed NIH purportedly oversees Fauci’s enterprise—the National Institute
for Allergies and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). But the truth is both have always been
overseen by the U.S. Navy, and the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), both of
which are intertwined with the National Security Agency (NSA) and Council.
Dr. Fauci’s oversight by the so-called ‘Deep State’ intelligence community supposedly
began in April 2000, according to the Washington Post. This was when infectious
diseases, beginning with HIV/AIDS, were deemed threats to “National Security.”
The massive redaction of this section of Fauci e-mails was committed not by Fauci, nor
Collins, but by intelligence agents in this alleged National Security Crime Syndicate.
The FBI is falsely rumored to be dutifully investigating these matters, and therefore
sections of these e-mails evidencing crimes were presumably redacted.
But this is not reasonable, responsible, or dutiful as I explain and evidence below. I
examined evidence showing the FBI complicit in the crimes, and reported this
previously.

Aiding and abetting a deadly racketeering enterprise by willful-blindness is a crime.
Fauci’s e-mails urgently discuss plans to gather a group of submissive science scholars,
commercial investors, and “teleconference” experts in the field of evolutionary virology.
The urgent question was how to respond to, spin, or cover-up the AIDS virus spike
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protein genetic science published by the esteemed “Indian paper” authors Preshant
Pradhan, et. al. On January 31, 2020, this group of Indian and Asian researchers
published their shocking genetic analysis.
The teleconference took place 48 hours after this incriminating and potentially
disastrous genetic science paper was published.
The “Indian paper” could have spoiled all of the plans and commercial benefits of the
‘plandemic.’ Therefore, it had to be ‘neutralized.’ The National Security Crime Syndicate
organized the “scientific” teleconference to do that planning on Sunday, February 2,
2020.
A week later, I wrote the White House about the urgent findings of the targeted paper by
Pradhan et. al.
These “Indians” initially published their analysis online to help scientists in the fight
against “n2019-CoV.” Their study showed the “Uncanny similarity of unique inserts in
the 2019-nCoV spike protein to HIV-1 gp120 and Gag.”
Censorship and undeserved disparagement followed by acts of the teleconferees. They
could not afford to have Pradhan et. al. prove the AIDS virus envelope gene was
attached to the coronavirus/SARS recombinant.
I was appalled that this vitally important science was being suppressed. So I alerted
President Trump’s Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy, Kelvin K.
Droegemeier who called for an investigation.
________________
The “Indian paper” could have spoiled all of the plans and commercial benefits of the
‘plandemic.’ Therefore, it had to be ‘neutralized.’
________________
THE “INDIAN PAPER” AND “SMOKING GUN” CENSORSHIP
Evidencing international commercial crime, and the ‘smoking gun’ censorship harboring
it, Fauci e-mail correspondence with Harvard’s Dean Daley (shown below) is most
revealing. This exchange occurred on Sunday February 2, 2020. It came one hour
before Fauci wrote Collins, “the Indian paper is really outlandish.”
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Fauci and Collins agreed to use Jon Cohen’s defective ‘Science’ article to deflect from
Pradhan’s solid science. Cohen’s ‘pseudo-science’ was no match. That was obvious to
anyone with some amount of viral intelligence.
Fauci, Collins, Harvard Medical School Dean Geroge Daley, Jeremy Farrar in
England, and their minions, had a ‘meeting of the minds.’ They decided to conceal, or
tamper with, the urgent scientific evidence presented in the “Indian paper.”
Pradhan et. al.’s group of nine scientists were not easy to discredit. Pradhan was
affiliated with IBM. His group analyzed the genetic sequences in the CoV/SARS
attachment apparatus enabling the novel coronavirus to jump species to humans. The
India-based scholars concluded:
“The finding of 4 unique inserts in the 2019-nCoV, all of which have
identity/similarity to amino acid residues in key structural proteins of HIV-1 is
unlikely to be fortuitous in nature.”
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other words, COVID-19 was undoubtedly a lab virus. No other reasonable presumption
could be made from the “Indian paper” data and ‘pre-publication.’
That sent the syndicate’s ‘inner circle’ into a tizzy. If they didn’t discredit Pradhan’s
science, Fauci would be especially incriminated since he was the “AIDS Czar” for the
U.S. Government.
Fauci had worked closely with Dr. Robert Gallo—the “Man that Created AIDS”—
developing the false AIDS origin “bat” narrative. By Gallo’s and Fauci’s collaboration,
Fauci’s patents, AIDS science, and drug ‘cocktails,’ a booming industry was formed.

Consequently, a protective propaganda campaign needed to be urgently coordinated at
all levels of the scientific media syndicate. This was the purpose of the Sunday,
February 2, 2020 “teleconference,” and Jeremy Farrar’s leadership therein.
THE “TELECONFERENCE” FOR COORDINATING DAMAGE CONTROL WITH THE
UK AND CHINA
At 10:32 that Sunday morning, Dean Daley, who had obviously already heard of the
commercial crisis posed by the “Indian paper” that threatened their financial interests in
the world of COVID/SARS/AIDS science, sent Fauci the e-mail shown below.
Therein, Daley responded to the crisis requiring ‘coordination’ for ‘damage control.’ He
stated he is, “writing to request whatever information you are willing to share on your
current efforts to coordinate a response.”
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“There is no real ‘coordination’ of this response,” Fauci defensively and falsely replied
that night. That was hours after the teleconference wherein attendees had already
agreed to ‘coordinate’ their efforts, statements, and publications. This can be known
(i.e., proven) by the groups subsequent sham “science” as I detailed previously and
summarize below.
Fauci and his paymasters decided to deny any-and-all science linking COVID to HIV’s
‘gain of function’ spike protein bioweaponry. “[W]e do not know who is doing what until
we are told—just like you have done here,” Fauci replied to Dean Daley.
_______________
“[A] protective propaganda campaign needed to be urgently coordinated at all levels of
the scientific media syndicate. This was the purpose of the Sunday, February 2, 2020
“teleconference,” and Jeremy Farrar’s leadership therein.”
_______________
One day earlier, on Saturday, February 1, Fauci’s subordinate, deputy “HIV/AIDS Czar,”
Hugh Auchincloss, sounded the alarm that coronavirus ‘gain of function’ financing by
Fauci’s cohorts was important in the context of the “Indian paper” HIV/AIDS
concealment operations.
“[G]ain of function [HIV/AIDS Spike protein gene experiments] have since been
reviewed and approved by NIH,” deputy NIAID director Auchincloss wrote Fauci.
Auchincloss, having considered his Harvard Medical School service in association with
Dean Daley and their mutual concerns about coordinating their damage control,
Auchincloss wrote the following e-mail:
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Solidly evidencing China’s concerns “abroad,” coordinated complicity in the cover-up,
and heavy allied commercial conflicts of interest and political influence, Dean Daley
wrote the following to Fauci:
“I am not naïve to the challenging politics of such a relationship [between the “Indian
paper” science and commercial interests in the vaccine industry and more].” Daley
clarified, “I have been mobilizing efforts of our community to react to the virus and to this
request [for coordination of response], . . . I do not want to complicate or duplicate
efforts already underway.”
Thus, the coordination that occurred within and beyond Fauci’s and Harvard’s spheresof-influence is solidly evidenced.
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Organized crime is, likewise, evidenced by Daley and his coordination of actions
between Fauci and China’s leading science officials.
Four hours after Collins urgently wrote Fauci to spin the narrative from the “Indian
paper” to Cohen’s superficial article, Dean Daley revealed his Harvard connections to
China; and coordination among well-known Chinese intelligence agents and agencies
coordinating commerce with the U.S. and U.K governments.
Daley had administered a “high-profile Chinese partner[ship]” with China’s Evergrande
Group for $115 million. The SARS-CoV-2 work involved the “Chan School of Public
Health and Guangzhou Institute for Respiratory Health. The ‘dual function’
commerical/military collaboration studied the virus purportedly “in an effort to develop
therapies against infections . . . , and to prevent new ones.”
The Chinese side of the initiative was led by Zhong Nanshan, head of the Chinese
2019-nCoV Expert Taskforce and the scientist who isolated the suspicous SARS virus
in 2003. (Nashan is also director-general of the “China State Key Laboratory of
Respiratory Diseases,” according to news reports.)
Daley wrote Fauci, “Alan Garber, Harvard’s Provost, and I met yesterday with a team
led by Jack Xia, the CEO of China’s Evergrande Company, and Dr. Jack Liu,
Evergrande’s chief health officer, who stated th[e]y were acting on behalf of Dr. Zong
Nashan, China’s key point person on the coronavirus outbreak (see below) [redaction],
and they arranged a conference call for tomorrow morning EST with Dr. Zhong.”
Most likely, this redaction concealed the names of the main officials in the US/UK/China
National Security Crime Syndicate who coordinated their commercial, “scientific,” and
propaganda interests with Dr. Zhong Nashan.
This evidence defies claims of exclusive Chinese liability for the pandemic. This
evidence proves the US/UK and Chinese governments coordinated business dealings
and incentives to cover-up and discredit the AIDS virus gain-of-function splicing
revealed in the “Indian paper.”
Alternatively, agents and agencies identified in these e-mails compel the presumption of
a concealed ‘end game’ motive of great interest to “Dr. Zong,” the Chinese military, and
the UK subversives coordinated by Jeremy Farrar and the World Economic Forum elite.
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Harvard and China’s Special Interests in the Syndicate’s Investments
It is public knowledge that the Pfizer and Moderna mRNA vaccines feature more than
genetic material; more than even the concealed genes from HIV-1 weaponizing the
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.
Worse than the ravages of injecting spike protein antigens warned against by Harvard’s
famed mRNA vaccine technology developer, Robert Malone; and worse than the
neglected ‘antigenic complexes’ formed throughout the bodies of gullible consumers,
the actual “game changer” has been concealed.
These most “novel” vaccines include “hydrogels” suitable for nano-bioelectronic datamining–surveillance and “frequency therapeutics” akin to whole body, mind, and ‘spirit’
subversion. These ‘pharma-electro-genetic’ innovations evolved from the public/private
investors panicked by the Indian paper. These agents, agencies, and most advanced
military biotechnologies are of great interest to the National Security Crime Syndicate
and its Anglo-Chinese totalitarian influence.
This scientific knowhow was pioneered by Harvard and MIT agents with co-funding from
the UK, China, and U.S. Governments (among others), including the DARPA and
BARDA agencies. The financiers of this industry prospered especially the Charles
Lieber Lab at Harvard and the partnering Robert Langer Lab at MIT.
There is no doubt that Bill Gates and Jeffrey Epstein’s cronies in the CIA and Mega
group were major investors in these advancing biotechnologies, especially promising
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massive commercial data-mining and brain-Cloud merging. These are keys to the
‘transhumanism’ movement. They are also essential in the “Fourth Industrial Revolution
(‘4IR’)” as espoused by World Economic Forum founder, and Bill Gates partner, Klaus
Schwab.

Central to the biocrime’s syndicate, Robert Langer operates as Moderna’s cofounder. In addition, Langer’s Acuitas Company is partnered with the CIA’s OpGen
Company. These are major entities “behind the Pfizer and BioNTech vaccine,”
according to public knowledge.
Langer’s partner is Pieter Cullis, the co-founder of Acuitas Therapeutics. This group
is instrumental to the Pfizer and BioNTech vaccine as well. The CIA’s OpGen Company
and Robert Langer’s Acuitas Company are vicariously partnered in Moderna and
Pfizer/BioNTech’s commerce.
Geopolitical, financial, and biological engineering to advance ‘transhumanism’ must be
presumed by these facts.
So to must the ‘Great Global Reset’ spurred by these powerful special interests who
could (and did) conceal the CoV/SARS/HIV-1 recombinant biotechnology—especially
the “spike protein” (i.e., “S-protein”) that provided “gain of function,” profit to insiders,
and the potential for bioelectronic population subversion as urged by the
Gates/Schwab/Communist/Socialist/Elitist oligarchy.
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_______________
“Central to the biocrime’s syndicate, Robert Langer operates as Moderna’s co-founder.
In addition, Langer’s Acuitas Company is partnered with the CIA’s OpGen Company.
These are major entities behind the Pfizer and BioNTech vaccine.”
_______________
PROTECTING VESTED INTERESTS OF THE “NATIONAL SECURITY ‘CRIME’
SYNDICATE”
Protecting vested interests in the National Security Crime Syndicate is epitomized by
Dr. Peter Daszak’s complicity with Fauci. These two men obviously conspired to coverup the lab virus’s origin and its “gain of function” bioengineering. Evidence for this crime
is shown on page 1150 of the Fauci e-mails.

The “Indian paper” prompted Daszak to protect his interests in EcoHealth Alliance that
received and funneled Department of Defense grants (not simply NIH and NIAID
money) to Wuhan for said CoV/SARS/HIV-1 lab mutations and hyperweaponization. Much of Daszak’s financing was for (supposedly) “SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH COMBATING WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION.”
Yet the lab virus gain-of-function weapon for mass depopulation was precisely what
Daszak and his Chinese collaborators co-created in Wuhan.
Daszak’s EcoHealth Alliance received millions of dollars beginning in 2017, when Fauci
and his crime bosses fraudulently contrived a “moratorium” on weaponizing bat viruses
for gain-of-function.
Given the crime syndicate’s hate of Trump, Fauci’s January 2017 Georgetown
University lecture stating his fore-knowedge that the Trump Administration would suffer
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an unprecedented plague compounds suspicions and criminal evidence. It is most
reasonble to presume the so-called “moratorium” that shifted that gain-of-function covert
COVID operation from the University of North Carolina to Wuhan was contrived to do
precisely what we now witness–the political ‘blame game’ and military saber-rattling
between the US and China, both controlled by the Syndicate’s multinational banking
cartel.
In other words, the National Security Crime Syndicate leveraged the so-called
“moratorium” to transfer suspicion to China from America, foment divisive politics, and
covertly enrich its enterprise in “defense spending.”
Daszak Diverted From His Knoweldge of the Early History of AIDS and Ebola,
Both Falsely Blammed on “Bats” Rather Than Bioweapons Labs
The focus on ‘novel’ immune-suppressive ‘gain-of-function’ viruses began in the 1960s
with the Special Virus Cancer Program. That program, by 1972, sourced HIV/AIDS. This
is known to doctors Gallo and Fauci et. al., albeit fraudulently denied and lamely
discredited.
Daszak and his cohorts in bio-crime extended such fraudulent concealments with Ebola,
and more recently COVID-19.
These suspects repeatedly tampered with critical scientific evidence. They coordinated
censorship and whistleblower disparagement campaigns. They financed their biocrimes through ‘captured’ government agencies and made fortunes at the expense of
human lives.
Evidencing such defensive evasion and scientific fraud, Daszak wrote Fauci, “I just
wanted to say a personal thank you on behalf of our staff and collaborators, for publicly
standing up and stating that the scientific evidence supports a natural origin for COVID19 from a bat-to-human spillover, not a lab release from the Wuhan Institute of
Virology.”
______________
“[T]he ‘Great Global Reset’ [was] spurred by these powerful special interests who could
(and did) conceal the CoV/SARS/HIV-1 recombinant biotechnology—especially the
‘spike protein’ (i.e., ‘S-protein’) that provided ‘gain of function,’ profit to insiders, and the
potential
for
bioelectronic
population
subversion
as
urged
by
the
Gates/Schwab/Communist/Socialist/Elitist oligarchy.
_____________
More on Daszak and EcoHealth Alliance: Ties to the CIA’s Profitable In-Q-Tel
The important role Daszak played in the obvious “COVID-19 Coup” is superseded by
military and industrial actors that are also identified in the Fauci e-mails (albeit censored
by the complicit media).
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The link here, and graphic below, evidences Daszak’s long-term vested interests in this
cartel–the well-evidenced ‘National Security Crime Syndicate.’ Following Daszak et.
al.’s “National Security” cover-up of the lab origin of Ebola, and the 2014 Ebola Zaire reemergence (from a refrigerator), the screenshot below shows Daszak as the co-author
of a Nature Communications article from 2014 showing Google.org financed the main
parts of the Daszak/EcoHealth Alliance/NIH/USAID co-funded study of an Ebola-like
virus alleged to be prevalent in African bats (i.e., vesicular stomatitis virus. Actually,
Ebola’s immediate predecessor was a vesicular stomatitis lab virus mutant re-named
“the Marburg virus” as meticulously researched and evidenced in Emerging Viruses:
AIDS & Ebola–Nature, Accident or Intentional?).
For years, USAID, as well as the NIH, its subordinate agents at the NIAID, and by
extension presumably Daszak’s EcoHealth Alliance too, operated under the influence of
the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (“CIA”) as they continue to do.
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Contrary to popular misconceptions, the CIA, from its inception, has served primarily to
secure business operations for the power elite. Today, the CIA engages its own forprofit arm called In-Q-Tel.
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Despite the general agreement that COVID was “bad for the economy,” Wall Street did
fine. Insiders made vast fortunes. The secret intelligence held by leaders in the National
Security Crime Syndicate afforded the greatest opportunities for investing and moneymaking.
In-Q-Tel was founded by Norm Augustine, a former CEO of the mega-military
contractor, Lockheed Martin. Michael Crow served as In-Q-Tel’s first CEO at the
request of the Director of Central Intelligence, George Tenet. Crow thus became
chairman of the board for In-Q-Tel—the CIA’s venture capital arm.
In-Q-Tel’s mission has been, purportedly, to identify and invest in companies developing
cutting-edge technologies that serve the United States. Nevertheless, it is poised and
active serving the “National Security (Crime) Syndicate.”
Origins of the corporation can be traced to Ruth A. David, who headed the Central
Intelligence Agency Directorate of Science & Technology in the 1990s, and promoted
the importance of rapidly advancing information technology for the CIA and its business
allies in the corporate sector.

In-Q-Tel, therefore, engages with entrepreneurs, growth companies, researchers, and
venture capitalists to deliver technologies that include the most advanced methods of
data mining, materials sciences, and health sciences.
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Pfizer and Moderna’s mRNA vaccines, for instance, intertwine such investments. Their
related developments, including the nano-bioelectronic silver, copper, or gold lipid
hydrogel devices used to deliver their genetic “payloads,” were largely financed by the
DOD’s Defense Advance Research Programs Agency (“DARPA”), and pioneered at
MIT and Harvard.
Former CIA director George Tenet explained, “We [the CIA] decided to use our limited
dollars to leverage technology developed elsewhere. In 1999 we chartered … In-Q-Tel.
… While we pay the bills, . . . CIA identifies pressing problems, and In-Q-Tel provides
the technology to address them.”
______________
“These suspects repeatedly tampered with critical scientific evidence. They coordinated
censorship and whistleblower disparagement campaigns. They financed their biocrimes
through ‘captured’ government agencies and made fortunes at the expense of human
lives.”
______________
Typically, after the CIA’s investments in start-ups mature, “The Company” transfers its
assets to enterprise insiders. This assures loyalty and precludes discovery. This is how
the National Security Crime Syndicate continuously operates “above the law.”
Tying In-Q-Tel to Big Tech, on November 15, 2005, In-Q-Tel sold 5,636 shares of
Google, worth over $2.2 million. The shares were a result of Google’s acquisition of the
CIA’s start-up, Keyhole, Inc, their satellite mapping software now known as Google
Earth.
In August 2006, In-Q-Tel had reviewed more than 5,800 business plans and invested
approximately $150 million in more than 90 companies. In 2016 it was funded with at
least $120 million per year primarily from the CIA, as well as the NSA, FBI, and US
Defense Department.
The CIA’s In-Q-Tel also helped finance Peter Theil’s Palantir Technologies – the U.S.
military’s chief data integration, search and discovery contractor, providing management
know-how and secure “public/private” collaborations (i.e., criminal complicity).
In-Q-Tel also helped finance Nanosys – the nanotech components company intertwined
with Microchip Biotechnologies. They provide data mining and intelligence analysis
instruments for biodefense, including OpGen – the microbial genome analysis system.
According to The Washington Post, “virtually any U.S. entrepreneur, inventor or
research scientist working on ways to analyze data has probably received a phone call
from In-Q-Tel or at least been Googled by its staff of technology-watchers.”
Consequently, the National Security Crime Syndicate is evidenced by the actions of its
agents and allied agencies, including the:
CIA/In-Q-Tel/Google/USAID/NIH/NIAID/USAID/DOD/DARPA/BARDA/CDC/FDA
and
alleged public interest organizations such as EcoHealth Alliance.
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These nefarious interests, connections, and activities are apparent in the Fauci e-mails
scrutinized by this author. Their collaborative investments featured information
programs, propaganda ‘smoke screens’ about viruses emerging from “nature,” lucrative
outbreaks and experimental vaccines causing more and more deadly side effects. Add
data-mining in healthcare using “novel” bio-electronic technologies such as the
hydrogels injected into people’s bodies, monitoring and/or altering more than the naive
masses can conceive, and you have a recipe for totalitarian control over civilization.
SOLID EVIDENCE OF THE “NATIONAL SECURITY ‘CRIME’ SYNDICATE” IN
FAUCI’S E-MAILS
Five weeks after the infamous “Teleconference,” Fauci received an e-mail from Dr.
Starnes E. Walker, a retired high-ranking official in the National Security Crime
Syndicate. Walker’s correspondence provides a wealth of intelligence as to who in the
cartel is actually administering the bio-crimes.
Typically, ‘compartmentalization’ in this criminal organization is used to evade
discovery. Officials are given information on a “need to know” basis only. Dim
bureaucrats, thereby, remain clueless about their complicity in the organized crimes.The
rest are complicit by willful-blindness.
The Fauci e-mails illuminate this darkness by vetting the names of the suspects, their
positions and functions within the syndicate, and their importance or influence in the
crime gang concealing the COVID/AIDS connection and the importance of the “Indian
paper.”
For example, Dr. Walker, a member of the Homeland Security Experts Group, MITRE,
engaged in “Global Strategy Officer-Defense & Homeland Security/Intelligence” with the
ANDE Corporation, solicited Fauci concerning the syndicate’s commercial
advancements in genetic testing for infectious diseases.
Therein, secret censors redacted Walker’s identity as the source of this
correspondence. But despite their gross redactions (i.e., evidence tapering) in the Fauci
e-mails, they made a costly mistake. They overlooked Walker’s name (and position in
the National Security enterprise) on the second and third pages of Fauci e-mails dated
March 7, 2020, as shown in the next section.
You can read about Walker’s connections to several of the most powerful officials in the
shadow-government’s military, biotechnology, ‘biodefense,’ National Security, and
genetic data-mining industry.
Dr. Walker’s e-mail to Fauci on March 7th takes investigators into the ‘lion’s den’ of the
National Security Crime Syndicate, behind the “COVID Coup,” and much of the world’s
most murderous acts.
Walker made known he worked with Fauci and the highest-ranking bio-intelligence
insiders, including Dr. Joshua Lederberg.
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“History Repeats When You Don’t Learn History”
Lab virus outbreaks repeat when their sources remain a “mystery.”
I wrote about Dr. Johsua Lederberg 25 years ago. I was appalled that Lederberg
eventually caved to political and financial pressures. He first championed moratoriums
against bioengineering dangerous lab viruses. I evidenced his unethical conduct in
Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola—Nature, Accident or Intentional? Lederberg was
presumably pressured to ‘shut up.’

Lederberg had privately analyzed what I later published—Ebola’s true source in an
ancestor lab virus, not a “bat” as Dr. Daszak’s of the EcoHealth Alliance falsely reports.
Lederberg knew that Ebola’s immediate” predecessor was the Marburg virus. That
plague emerged simultaneously in three European vaccine production facilities in 1967.
It was hard to pin that on “nature.”
So the syndicate concealed that knowledge most effectively. Officials hid the fact that
Ebola’s mother–Marburg–came from a shipment of ‘vesicular stomatitis’ infected
primates shipped by the NIH’s, NCI’s and U.S. military’s main monkey, chimpanzee and
cancer virus supplier. That was Litton Bionetics, a division of Litton Industries.
Litton’s activities, especially with Robert Gallo, were at the heart of the National Security
Crime Syndicate’s biological weapons and “cancer prevention” programs.
Litton’s successor, McDonnell Douglas, was also a top military contractor. Those
companies manufactured virtually anything the National Security cartel needed for
alleged ‘defense,’ actually profit and power.
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Walker’s e-mail to Fauci on March 7, 2020, directly connects to the heart of this crime
syndicate that reaches to the ‘eye of the pyramid’ in Klaus Schwab’s World Economic
Forum. That entity co-sponsored of the infamous “Event 201” with the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation.
Event 201 was the “predictive programming” conference held in New York through
Johns Hopkins. These chief suspects and financiers are linked to Walker’s promotion of
ANDE—the Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs. And Walker reveals much
more evidence for criminal indictments.
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In Walker’s March 7 correspondence, Walker reminded Fauci that he was “The DHS
[Department of Health and Human Services] Director of Research reporting to SEC
Michael Chertoff & U/S Jay Cohen (RADM ret). Michael & Jay brought me aboard
when Jay was our Chief of Naval Research at ONR and I was ONR’s Executive Director
& Chief Scientist.”
Walker wrote, “I wanted to give you a heads up that a game changer for enhanced
detection of COVID-19 has emerged. Thanks to DARPA & DHS S&T sponsorship in
years past of ANDE developing a real time Rapid DNA microfluidics system for human
identification, the ANDE group has a breakthrough for detection of COVID-19 and to the
future, other emerging threat viruses.”
“As you may know the ANDE system for human [genetic] identification (e.g. CT & DHS
missions) is mature and now deployed operationally/tactically by CENTCOM, DIA, the
IC and used most recently by DHS in their recent test bed in El Paso to demonstrate its
effective capabilities to determine family relationship in undocumented minors. . . “
This intelligence is highly relevant to the mass immigration crisis unfolding at the
southern border. Presumably, the immigrants are being given access to humanitarian
relief, not experimental abuse in genetically-altered mRNA vaccine spike protein
experiments. Such false pretenses and abuse is reminiscent of the Third Reich’s
genetic experiments on Holocaust victims.
“Our warfighters and special operators are using the ANDE system now in field forward
operations and . . . is the only system certified for data submission to the DoD ABIS/DIA
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DNA repository and FBI CODIS data base,” Walker concluded with one important
section being redacted by someone in the syndicte.
Walker’s E-mail to Fauci Ties the COVID Crime to James Murren, Saudi Princes,
and George Soros’s Inside Trading
Dr. Walker’s disclosure that he served as the Executive Director and Chief Scientist for
the Office of Naval Research (“ONR”), and reported to Michael Chertoff—the Secretary
of Homeland Security under the George W. Bush’s administration; and Jay Cohen, the
Chief of Naval Research, exposes Fauci’s criminal ‘inner circle’ controlling the science,
public health politics, policies, and economics of the COVID crime.
The leading role of the U.S. Navy in biological weaponry was firmly established by the
science that I reviewed in Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola—Nature, Accident or
Intentional?. I covered the fact that the Navy has always been at the forefront of “public
health,” and biological weapons research and developments.
The Navy, working within and through the Special Virus Cancer Program, often tested
biological weapons with the CIA under projects known as MKULTRA and MKNAOMI. If
you look carefully, you will see all of the top public health officials are wearing U.S. Navy
uniforms.
Here, in Fauci e-mails, Walker corroborates the complicity of the Department of
Homeland Security, the U.S. Navy, and the CIA, in administering the COVID “great
global reset” scheme.
In my 2018 book, The Las Vegas Deep State Massacre, co-authored with Sherri Kane
and J.T. Kong, Michael Chertoff and the CIA played major roles along with Homeland
Security’s chief infrastructure corporatist, James Murren—the CEO of MGM Grand
Resorts International; Saudi Prince Al Waleed; George Soros, and their associates in
In-Q-Tel that capitalized on their foreknowledge of the massacre and subsequent
security businesses.
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At that time, presumably to the present, CEO Murren of MGM was the leading
presidential advisor and sitting member of the Department of Homeland Security’s
National Infrastructure Advisory Council. As such, Murren and his fellow “inside traders,”
including Michael Chertoff, leveraged their National Security intelligence positions to
profit from the shootings. More than 500 concert-goers were killed or wounded.
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The falsely alleged “lone gunman”—Stephen Paddock—was suspiciously tied to his
former military weapons employer, Lockheed Martin. Gambling was Paddock’s
underworld activity at MGM. (Recall that In-Q-Tel was launched in 1999 by Steven
Paddock’s former employer, former executive of Lockheed Martin, Norm Augustine.)
In The Las Vegas Deep State Massacre, we identified Chertoff as a corrupt lawyer. He
was appointed Secretary of Homeland Security. He co-authored the infamous USA
PATRIOT Act.
When Chertoff left his Homeland Security post he formed “The Chertoff Group.” He took
with him eleven members of the DHS and CIA, including Reginald Hyde—a key secret
agent who helped establish the CIA’s In-Q-Tel investment group.
This is how the CIA, In-Q-Tel, and World Economic Forum elite administer or
commercialize pandemics, mass shootings, bio-warfare, cyberwarfare, the DOD and
DHS, “national defense,” and related “National Security” products and services.
This is largely the COVID criminal enterprise.
The Chertoff Group quickly became a major player in the world of security systems,
technologies, and investment banking. Chertoff’s comrades commanded the
mainstream media fear and propaganda campaigns through which they profit from sales
of the companies’ goods and services.
Chertoff’s “Deep State” cohorts against Trump include Ret. Col. Stanley McChrystal,
owner of the lucrative consulting firm, the McChrystal Group. Aside from administering
the “COVID RESPONSE” for large metropolitan city governments, along with their
“preparedness” and pro-vaccination propaganda campaigns, the McChrysal Group
directs agents to commandeer the social media to disparage and “neutralize” antivaxxers. Kane and I made these facts known in our multi-award-winning film, UnVaxxed: A Docu-commentary for Robert de Niro.
In The Las Vegas Deep State Massacre, we noted that Anonymous, Google, and their
allied trolls disrupting the social media, used military neuroscience, psyops, and “bots”
to promote the Chertoff Group’s “security services.” This criminal activity enriched the
underworld’s partners, including The Carlyle Group and the Coalfire cybersecurity
syndicate.
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Meanwhile, George Soros, who is widely known for financing America’s fall into
corporate fascism, radical socialism, and Communism, is no dummy. The Soros Fund
invested heavily in The Chertoff Group’s Operational Security Solutions (OSS)
company. This security systems enterprise was formed by Chertoff and his CIA
buddies.
Soros and the syndicate made massive amounts of money from security investments in
the aftermath of the Las Vegas Deep State Massacre and COVID-19.
Suffice it to say, the National Security ‘Deep State’ Crime Syndicate that administered
the deadliest mass shooting in American history maintains the murderous mind for
planning and administering the COVID Coup.
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FAUCI’S MOST INCRIMINATING AND CENSORED E-MAILS
Experts Lied About COVID’s Lab Origin and ‘Gain of Function’ to Secure Their
Positions and Criminal Enterprise
As mentioned above, urgently, on Sunday morning, February 2, 2020, at 10:32, the
Dean of Harvard’s Medical School, and Professor of Biological Chemistry and Molecular
Pharmacology, Dr. Daley, contacted Fauci “to coordinate a response” to Pradhan’s
revealing “Indian paper.”
Dean Daley was already afraid of losing his life, his career, and his livelihood in the
wake of the still festering Charles Lieber scandal. That crime story broke a few days
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earlier. The FBI had arrested Lieber, age 60, for lying about his role in Chinese
espionage.
Lieber was the Chair of the Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology at Harvard.
He had two Chinese students who were illegally “aiding the People’s Republic of
China,” the FBI’s press release read. Lieber was charged with lying about “his
involvement in the Thousand Talents Plan affiliated with the Wuhan University of
Technology (WUT) and Chinese military. Secret agent, “student” Yanquing Ye, lied
about her ongoing military service at the National University of Defense Technology
(NUDT), a top military academy directed by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).
Further quoting the FBI’s press release, “a search of Ye’s electronic devices
demonstrated that at the direction of one NUDT professor, who was a PLA Colonel, Ye
had accessed U.S. military websites, researched U.S. military projects and compiled
information for the PLA on two U.S. scientists with expertise in robotics and computer
science. “Robotics” and “computer science” intertwined Charles Lieber’s work at
Harvard with Robert Langer’s lab activities at MIT.
“[A] review of a WeChat conversation revealed that Ye and the other PLA official from
NUDT were collaborating on a research paper about a risk assessment model designed
to decipher data for military applications. During the interview, Ye admitted that she
held the rank of Lieutenant in the PLA and admitted she was a member of the CCP. . . .
Ye admitted that she held the rank of Lieutenant in the PLA.”
What a “risk”! Assessing “data for military applications” in Lieber’s and Langer’s data
mining field of nano-bioelectronics and robotics. This is central to super-soldiering,
Klaus Schwab’s and Bill Gates’s interests in transhumanism, the developing military
cyborg industry, and the future of commercial “data mining” in human bodies.
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Ye’s military interest paralleled Dr. Lieber’s and Dr. Langer’s chief expertise in datamining in humans using the most advanced “nano-bioelectronic” vaccine delivery
devices. I mentioned these previously. They are called hydrogels.
The “genie” was the lab engineering of the COVID-19 virus containing HIV’s spike
protein. The “bottle” was the secret enterprise that had done this to humanity—the
criminal cartel that caused millions of deaths, trillions in damages, and took over the
world.
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_______________
The FBI was “captured” to lie about all of this. The agency did not reveal (they
concealed) the aforementioned facts for obvious geopolitical and financial reasons.
_____________
The FBI affidavit indicting Lieber said he was transferring car battery technology to the
Chinese illegally. But the transfer of nano-bioelectronic vaccine hydrogel knowhow must
be presumed from public access science showing Lieber’s close collaborations and copublications with MIT’s most famous entrepreneur in these fields—professor Langer.
To make matters much worse, the founding director of the Langer Lab, associated with
MIT’s Media Lab, had been exposed months earlier for taking money from Jeffrey
Epstein’s group of investors, including Bill Gates.
Consequently, Harvard Dean Daley’s e-mail to Fauci to “coordinate” whatever spin the
cartel was going to output on the “Indian paper” regarding the lab origin and HIV-infused
spike protein of COVID-19, was URGENT.
“[P]lease do not hesitate to try my cell (phone number redacted) anytime today,” the
Dean Daley wrote Fauci.
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Again, this was a Sunday—the day they planned for the ubiquitously-urgent
“teleconference.” It was organized by the Fauci-Collins administration of spin-doctors
and Jeremy Farrar–the Wellcome Trust Director. Participants included on Farrar’s email to Fauci et. al. included many of the world’s leading experts in evolutionary
virology, and Mike Ferguson, a senior fellow at the alleged non-profit Center for
Medicine in the Public Interest (“CMPI”). The CIA is presumed by the evidence to be
connected to the CMPI with certain interest in the teleconference.

All the above had a ‘meeting of the minds’ as to how to “coordinate” concealing the
most damning science in human history.
That day, the teleconferees decided how they would discredit, disparage, smear and
neutralize the science reported by Pradhan et. al. They decided that Kristian Andersen
and Bob Garry were best suited to write a fraudulent science paper subsequently
published in ‘Nature Medicine’. That article was used to discredit Pradhan et. al.’s IBM
Watson computer analysis that showed four unique HIV/AIDS spike protein genes had
been inserted into the CoV/SARS mutant.
That was/is the “gain of function” used to hyper-weaponize Daszak’s bat viruses to
deliver mRNA ‘payloads’ of infectivity. In their minds, that required suppression. Fauci
and his friends acted to conceal this truth to immunize their criminal enterprise and
secure their programs and profits.
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The Harvard-China “Evergreen” Enterprise
Notably, at the time the “Indian paper” was published, Harvard was swarming with
Chinese military agents and entrepreneurs invested in the COVID scheme. On Fauci email page 3140, Dean Daley informed Fauci that he had met the day before (on
Saturday, Feb. 1), with “a team led by Jack Xia, the CEO of China’s Evergrande
Company, and Dr. Jack Liu, Evergrande’s chief health officer, who stated they were
acting on behalf of Dr. Zhong Nanshan, China’s key point person on the coronavirus
outbreak.”
Evergrande is presumably a real estate money laundering enterprise directed by Hui Ka
Yan (a.k.a, Xu Jianyin), one of China’s richest industrialists with a net worth of $30
billion. Evergrande’s projects include “Evergreen Oasis Wuhai” and “Evergreen Spring
City,” both sharing the name of the CIA’s infamous front company “Evergreen”—
meaning ‘always making money’.
Quoting another known CIA front called Wikipedia, Evergreen’s “aircraft supported
United Nations peacekeeping operations in 30 countries; flew ‘insect-eradication’
missions throughout Africa; . . . [and] operated helicopters for FEMA following Hurricane
Katrina in Louisiana. Commercially, the Evergreen airline helped build the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline; and developed and serviced the offshore oil and gas market with helicopter
support worldwide via its Evergreen Helicopters division.”
Thereby, from Cambridge to China, or Alaska to Africa, the internationally active
Harvard scientific business group contacting Fauci on teleconference day helped
‘coordinate’ the spin of the most urgent matters condemning the worlds of science and
medicine to deadly and demonic fascism.
As further explained below, the “COVID Coup” and media cover-up, sources from what
has been accurately diagnosed as the National Security State’s money-laundering
megalopoly that slowly but surely “captured” the international scientific communities,
global commerce, geopolitics, and economics.
_____________
“[T]he internationally active Harvard scientific business group contacting Fauci the day
of the teleconference was solidly evidenced ‘coordinating’ the spin of the most urgent
matters condemning the worlds of science and medicine to deadly and demonic
fascism.
__________
“I am not naïve to the challenging politics of such a relationship,” Dean Daley cajoled
Fauci. “I do not want to complicate or duplicate efforts already underway. . .”
Fauci freaked. “There is no real ‘coordination’ of this response,” he rebuked Daley to
protect his interests and the crime syndicate from conspiracy charges.
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Fauci obviously feared someone might intercept or read these e-mails. The flim-flam
Fauci cunningly diverted to the “Chief Scientist at WHO,” Dr. Soumya Swaminathan,
who was “organizing a meeting” two weeks later in Geneva.
By then, the Indian paper was to be silenced and discredited.

Cover-up Mission Not Impossible But Criminal
“Geeeez,” Fauci replied to Courtney Billet about the media “[s]eeking comment on
[Pradhan et. al.’s] Indian paper about new Coronavirus”. (See page “3121” of the Fauci
e-mails.) Billet was the chief propagandist at the NIH, the Director of the Office of
Communications and Government Relations (OCGR).
“Talk about trying to put the genie back in the bottle!” Billet wrote, realizing his job was
to do precisely that. “Yeesh.”
The “genie” was the lab engineering of the COVID-19 virus containing HIV’s spike
protein. The “bottle” was the secret enterprise that had done this to humanity—the
greedy and willfully-blind criminal cartel that caused millions of deaths, trillions in
damages, and took over the world.
Courtney Billet’s subordinate was assigned to do the dirty work—spin the “genie” and
conceal the “bottle.” At the same time Harvard’s Dean Daley sought instructions to
“coordinate” the spinning and disappearing act.
Jennifer Routh, the OCGR’s “News and Science Writing” Director, responded: “We
consulted with HHS [i.e., Department of Health and Human Services] and ASF
[Acquisition Services Fund that intertwines business deals with private companies for
the U.S. Department of Defense, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, the U.S.
Department of Justice (including the federal courts and the FBI), the Department of
Agriculture, and the HHS]. OCGR is going to send a note to the reporter[s] to decline [all
media requests for comment on the Indian paper], noting that the paper is not peerreviewed.”
“Please let us know if you receive similar requests,” Routh wrote to keep a lid on the
scandal. She had already been ordered by Barney Graham, the Deputy Director of the
NIH’s Vaccine Research Center, not to answer “without high-level input.” (Emphasis
added. See Fauci e-mails, pg. “3122”.)
Graham’s presence in the cover-up exposes gross conflicting interests at the NIH and
NIAID under Fauci’s leadership. Graham personified the “dual purpose” financing and
public/private partnerships between the government and vaccine companies, especially
Moderna and Pfizer. Graham co-authored a paper titled “An mRNA Vaccine against
SARS-CoV-2 – Preliminary Report.” This provides one astonishing example of such
conflicting interests, and even criminal malfeasance.
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Exemplifying gross hypocrisy, Graham et. al. reported in the ‘New England Journal of
Medicine’ (NEJM) that half of the participants who received their experimental vaccine
suffered adverse events that “included fatigue, chills, headache, myalgia, and pain at
the injection site. Systemic adverse events were more common after the second
vaccination, particularly with the highest dose, and three participants (21%) in the 250μg dose group reported one or more severe adverse events.” Nevertheless, Graham’s
group concluded, “no trial-limiting safety concerns were identified.”
Thereafter, the damaging and deadly vaccine was brought to market by Graham’s
corporate allies, Moderna and Pfizer, and certified for “experimental” use on humanity
by the FDA’s Emergency Use Authorization (EUA).
What “high-level input” was Graham referencing and requiring to answer reporters
questions about the lab virus origin of the Coronavirus/SARS/HIV recombinant?
Obviously, the buck stopped with top brass in the Chinese military, the U.S. Navy, and
the allied intelligence communities comprising the National Security Crime Syndicate.
The end result of their criminal cover-up is graphed below. The U.S. Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System (“VAERS”) Data Burden from 1993 to 2021 shows a huge
spike in reported deaths and illnesses as simply measured by the extraordinary
increase in the annual data file demand in Megabytes (“MB”).
The second set of VAERS data shows 389,323 adverse events reported by victims of
Pfizer and Moderna mRNA vaccines January 1 thru June 28, 2021. These were
unusually serious side effects or deaths.
Curiously, far higher numbers of mainly Pfizer and Moderna vaccine recipients, 503,422
to be exact, reported distressing symptoms resulting from their mRNA HIV/AIDS spike
protein intoxications. This VAERS data is shown in the second set of screenshots
below.
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Divide to Conquer: Media Spins International Blame-Game to Divert
Attention from Biowarfare
Western officials blamed China for the pandemic, and the Eastern media blamed the
U.S. military, inter alia. The truth in both sides of the story got lost in the shuffle. That
was the plan all along. The objective of putting politics before the facts diverts from the
bio-crime and shields those responsible.
It was all a BIG LIE. All the official powers of the captured government, military, and
science world, planned the COVID pandemic. Weighty evidence for this has been
published by multiple sources, including this author’s popular “Coronavirus Predictive
Programming” video showing on RevolutionTelevision.net.
Time and again we witness the same syndicate agents, agencies, and institutions
complicit in this litany of bio-crimes. The graphic below, for instance, evidences Peter
Daszak’s co-publication financed by the same federal suspects and private entities
repeatedly implicated in suspicious plague outbreaks. Repeatedly, the actual “reservoir”
or natural source of the outbreaks remained unknown–hidden.
Prior to the evidence compiled herein, profitable depopulation through this kind of
biological warfare is insidious and has been extremely difficult to prove and prosecute.
That’s why, unlike other weapons of mass depopulation, lab viruses are preferred,
particularly by the “Rockefeller cartel.”
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Recently, the Rockefeller Foundation heralded its “international collaboration” with the
Federal Republic of Germany’s WHO Hub for Pandemic and Epidemic Intelligence, and
the UK’s Global Pandemic Radar, co-financed by Sir Jeremy James Farrar at the
Wellcome Trust and World Health Organization.
“By the end of this year,” the Rockefeller press release reported, “we will transform the
global capacity for stopping disease outbreaks in the first 100 days before they can
begin to spread.”
What’s the catch?
To do this, extensive data-mining and analysis is required—precisely like those nanobioelectronic vaccine devices pioneered at Harvard and MIT, co-financed by the U.S.
DOD.
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Sir Farrar, a British medical researcher and director of the Wellcome Trust since 2013,
organized with Fauci and Collins the urgent “teleconference.” Farrar e-mailed Fauci
about an hour after Harvard Dean Daley checked in. (See “3125”) Farrar too exhibited
panic. The UK’s most powerful medical science financier expressed concern about
World Health Organization (WHO) director Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, and
Tedros’s Cabinet chief, Bernhard Schwartländer, going into “conclave” over the Indian
paper, heralding the ‘smoking gun’ HIV/AIDS connection to COVID-19.
Farrar, rather than using the word “lying” to describe what he expected his colleagues at
the WHO to do for damage-control, Farrar’s mail to Fauci used the word “prevaricate” to
conceal their syndicate’s anticipated fraud. Prevaricating is precisely what the
teleconferencees decided they would do together.
Material to the alleged criminal patterns and practices of the chief suspects
aforementioned, Farrar served as a professor of tropical medicine at the University of
Oxford.
In writing Fauci urgently on “2-2-20” to discuss how all of their colleagues should lie
about the Indian paper exposing HIV’s connection to the CoV/SARS lab virus, Farrar
implicated Oxford as much as Harvard and MIT.

Oxford Joins Harvard and MIT as Co-Conspirators, Extending Their
Pattern of Administering Mysterious Outbreaks
Faced with the same agents and agencies committing these bio-crimes against
humanity, the 2015 mysterious Zika virus outbreak and first Zika virus isolation I tracked
to Rockefeller Foundation agents who shipped the pathogen to Yale for “safe keeping.”
Yale later sent the Zika virus, under Rockefeller license, to the American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC) that sells germs to vaccine makers and bioweapons contractors
worldwide.
I subsequently produced a video slide presentation to inform Hawaii (and later Florida)
officials about the public health risks posed by Oxford’s spin-off company called Oxitec.
My activism and whistleblowing went for naught.
That start-up company, Oxitec, followed the aforementioned CIA/In-Q-Tel’s pattern-andpractice of privately financing promising, albeit it murderous, businesses. In this case
Oxitec had manufactured and deployed genetically mutated mosquitoes to, allegedly,
fight Zika and dengue fever in Brazil.
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Oxitec, a subsidiary of Intrexon that owes its allegiance to Oxford, was additionally
financed by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, as well as ‘New York Times’ investors
that profited greatly from the Zika “pandemic.”
According to company records, Oxitec manufactured the genetically-mutated
mosquitoes tested in Brazil in 2014. Florida fools permitted the same to be done at the
time of this writing.
Bill Gates is shown in videos and the above image loosing upon his audience the little
beasts, and defending Oxitec’s mosquitoes.
Dengue vaccine partners in Oxford University’s ISIS innovations, Oxford’s Oxitec, and
Intrexon, were also funded by BlackRock and the Evercore Company “private equity”
investors. This is one more example of how the National Security Crime Syndicate
deploys “novel” genetic biotechnologies to fight infectious diseases emerging from their
labs. The suspects regularly invest in unnatural remedies, and dismiss or neutralize all
risks that might lower profits.
We see the same pattern and complicity of ‘NY Times’ Zika investor, owner Carlos Slim.
Much like the ‘New England Journal of Medicine’ investors in COVID-19 science, Slim’s
‘NY Times’ diverted the Zika virus mystery much like the CoV/SARS/HIV source diverts
from incriminating facts and solid science.

The Nature Medicine Remedy in Fraud
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The media “spin” that came out of the February 2, 2020 teleconference relied on
attendee Kristian Andersen and his subsequent publication in Nature Medicine six
weeks later. Fauci announced this paper at a White House press conference shortly
after the teleconference. Yet, Fauci stealthfully lied about (and concealed) the names of
the authors, Andersen and Garry, with whom he plotted the Nature Medicine whitewash
during the teleconferece ‘meeting of the minds.’
During that period, officials at the ‘highest-levels’ of the corrupted governments in the
U.S. and China forbid their complicit agents and “scientists” to discuss the matter (other
than to discredit the Pradhan group’s report).
At that time, for instance, Tucker Carlson on FOX News reported that anyone advancing
the lab origin of COVID “conspiracy theory” was “lying.”
In fact, everyone dismissing the lab source theory at that point was either stupid or
‘prevaricating,’ as Farrar put it.
On March 17, 2020, the news media heralded Kristian Andersen’s smoke-screen
“study” in ‘Nature Medicine’. Andersen worked at The Scripps Research Institute of La
Jolla, CA. His co-author and co-conspirator in misrepresenting COVID-19’s “natural
origin” was Robert F. Garry of Tulane University in New Orleans. Garry was also an
official in Zalgen Labs of Maryland. Their study, titled “The proximal origin of SARS51

CoV-2”, supposedly “clearly show[ed] that SARS-CoV-2 is not a laboratory construct or
a purposefully manipulated virus.”
This opposition to “conspiracy theories” prompted international ‘fake news’ headlines
such as, “Sorry, conspiracy theorists. Study concludes COVID-19 ‘is not a laboratory
construct’.”
In response, this author critically examined the Andersen and Garry et. al. study. I
solidly refuted their conclusion. I explained why their team had gross conflicting
interests in working with Fauci who had much to hide.
These two grant recipients had huge incentives to misrepresent important facts. Based
on Andersen’s conflicting writing to Fauci the day before the teleconference, Andersen,
Garry and Fauci committed frank fraud and the felony of evidence tampering for their
enterprises’ cover-up. These covert accomplices in treason and bioterrorism purportedly
debunked the lab origin theory placing the nations and global populations at greater
risk. Concealing timely exposure of the lab origin and genetic mutations with HIV-1
spike protein genes could have encouraged earlier more varied remedies. By
concealing the evidence, and the teleconference plot, Andersen and Garry became
accomplices in the wider criminal conspiracy detailed herein; causing massive numbers
of people to die.
In Andersen’s e-mail to Fauci on Friday, January 31, 2020, that is the same day the
“Indian paper” hit their radar screens, Andersen wrote Fauci concerning “Science:
Mining coronavirus genomes for clues to the outbreak’s origins.” In his first paragraph
he controverted his ‘Nature Medicine’ fraud by stating:
“The unusual features of the virus make up a really small part of the genome (<0.1%) so
one has to look really closely at all the sequences to see that some of the features
(potentially) look engineered.”
News breaking at the time of this writing prove gene sequences were initially identified
from early victims at the Wuhan Seafood Market, but later censored by NIH officials.
These concealed gene sequencies are presumably those from HIV-1 also concealed by
Andersen and his co-authors. That is, the gain-of-function spike protein “smoking gun.”
Supposedly, this censorship was administered by the NIH directors at the request of the
Small authors who reported them. The bulk of these authors, who allegedly asked
Collin’s NIH to delete the scientifically-determined gene sequences, worked for the
“China State Key Laboratory” bureaucracy controlled by Harvard’s partner “Dr. Zong.”
This additionally incriminates Harvard principals, Dean Daley and Charlies Lieber
particularly.
These facts explain why Andersen, Garry et. al. published their lies—the opposite to
what they witnessed looked “engineered.” Anderson and Garry followed their
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instruction from Fauci, Collins, Farrar and intelligence community officials during and
after the teleconference.
Contrary to Andersen’s e-mail to Fauci on January 31st, they published in Nature
Medicine, “Our analyses clearly show that SARS-CoV-2 is not a laboratory construct or
a purposefully manipulated virus.” They ‘prevaricated’ that the lab virus origin theory
was “improbable.”
Clearly Andersen, Garry et. al. were influenced as to how they should write the article,
and how it should deny Pradhan’s findings of HIV genes, and the “gain of function” lab
manipulation giving rise to COVID-19.
Proof of Andersen, Garry et. al.’s unscientific criminal influence is in Andersen’s March
6, 2020 e-mail to Fauci, Collins, and Farrar that states: “Thank you again for your advice
and leadership as we have been working through the SARS-CoV-2 ‘origins’ paper.
We’re happy to say that the paper was just accepted by Nature Medicine and should be
published shortly (not quite sure when). . . . Tony, thank you for your straight talk on
CNN last night – it’s being noticed.” (See: “2401”)
Fauci replied, “Thanks for your note. Nice job on the paper.” (See also: “2401”)

Criminal Violation of Title 18 U.S.C. § 1519
Soon after the ‘Nature Medicine’ fraud and genocidal misrepresentation on the lab origin
of CoV/SARS/HIV, I wrote that Andersen, Garry et. al. violated Title 18 U.S. Code
§ 1519, that precludes the “Destruction, alteration, or falsification of records in Federal
investigations . . .” It states: “Whoever knowingly . . . conceals, covers up, falsifies, or
makes a false entry in any record, document, or tangible object with the intent to
impede, obstruct, or influence the investigation or proper administration of any matter
within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States . . . , or in
relation to or contemplation of any such matter or case, shall be fined under this title,
imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both.”
Thus, Andersen/Garry and their criminal cohorts must be brought before a grand jury
immediately to administer justice.
Pursuant to this charge of criminal conduct by Andersen, Garry, and their co-authors,
the day after the teleconference, on February 3, 2020, President Trump’s Director of the
Office of Science and Technology Policy, Kelvin K. Droegemeier, initiated a federal
investigation into this precise subject—the alleged laboratory origin of the 2019
coronavirus. Droegemeier wrote to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) President,
Dr. Marcia McNutt, to begin this urgent probe. This federal action prompted this author’s
corresponding “Intelligence Memorandum” to Droegemeier and Chad Wolf, Acting
Secretary U.S. Department of Homeland Security, on February 10, 2020.
Therein, I wrote about Title 18 U.S. Code § 1519 alleged violation. At that time I did not
conclude sufficient evidence existed to charge Fauci et. al. with a bio-crime under 18
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U.S.C. § 175 “Prohibitions with respect to biological weapons,” and/or 18 U.S. Code §
2332a – “Use of weapons of mass destruction.” Now sufficient evidence for these
charges arguably exist. This decision should be made by a state attoroney general and
grand jury, not untrustworthy (presumed corrupt) DOJ agents.
There is probable cause to presume guilt, and bring the evidence to a grand jury for
indictments, for the following facts:
(1) The suspects fraudulently concealed and disparaged the findings published by
Pradhan’s group in the “Indian paper.” They concealed the four genes from the AIDS
virus spike protein in the SARS CoV-2 previously cultured bioweapon. ‘Mens rea’ (willful
intent or ‘scienter’) is evidenced because the complicit agents knew honest disclosure
posed an economic threat to their commercial enterprise.
(2) The suspects committed an organized criminal conspiracy to falsify the origin
narrative, leverage the media to defraud the public, and lull society into compliance with
profitable vaccination, masking, social distancing, objectives, all profiting the multinational (global elite) corporations active in this National Security Crime Syndicate.
All in all, these co-conspirators lied to discredit science and news reports that said
“Coronavirus Contains ‘HIV Insertions’, Stoking Fears Over Artificially Created
Bioweapon.”
(3) The NIH too, coordinated their cover-up. They subsequently censored the spike
protein genetic sequences published in the Small report in favor of the institute’s
Harvard and Chinese partners, including Dr. Zong’s Key Laboratory group known to be
controlled by communist China and its anti-capitalist military.
(4) The suspects abused mass media outlets, and deprived the public of alternative
medicines and natural remedies, in reckless or malicious disregard of the public’s health
and safety.
(5) The suspects arguably violated Title II of “Enhancing Controls on Dangerous
Biological Agents and Toxins,” Sec. 201 (Sec. 351A), because the suspects are
“reasonably suspected” of “I) committing a crime set forth in section 2332b(g)(5) of title
18, United States Code (Acts of terrorism transcending national boundaries involving
the “Federal crime of terrorism”.
That means an offense that— “(A) is calculated to influence or affect the conduct of
government by intimidation or coercion, or to retaliate against government conduct” (the
latter damaging the Trump administration especially) “. . . II) knowing involvement with
an organization that engages in domestic or international terrorism [such as China that
helps finance terrorist regimes in the Middle East, for instance] (as defined in section
2331 of such title 18) or with any other organization that engages in intentional crimes of
violence [such as the CIA’s ‘spin off’ National Security enterprise known as “The
Chertoff Group” (also implicated in the Las Vegas massacre)]; or (III) being an agent of
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a foreign power (as defined in section 1801 of title 50, United States Code);” as was
Fauci and complicit agents including Peter Daszak and Harvard’s cohort.
“For purposes of this section, the term “for use as a weapon” includes the development,
production, transfer, acquisition, retention, or possession of any biological agent, toxin,
or delivery system for other than prophylactic, protective, bona fide research, or other
peaceful purposes.”
Emphasis is added to the exception that would be used to exonerate the suspects.
Prosecution depends on the definition of “peaceful purposes,” versus the intention to
commercially manufacture, deploy, and thereby profit (politically and economically)
from the development of the hyper-weaponized (i.e., gain-of-function) virus. Profiting
from COVID’s “gain of function” biological weapon and disease induction cannot be
reasonably construed as “peaceful purposes,” nor “prophylactic, protective, bona fide
research” in the United States, or could U.S. financial and technical sponsorship in
China, since this research was prohibited by official moratorium.
(6) The suspects appear to have also violated 18 U.S. Code § 2332a – Use of a
weapon of mass destruction—”(1) against a national of the United States while such
national is outside of the United States [as occurred in China and elsewhere in
December 2019]; (2) against any person or property within the United States [as was
done throughout the COVID pandemic], and . . . (D) the offense, or the results of the
offense, affect[ed] interstate [and/]or foreign commerce, or, in the case of a threat,
attempt, or conspiracy, would have affected interstate or foreign commerce; . . . (2) the
term ‘weapon of mass destruction’ means— (A) any destructive device as defined in
section 921 of this title ; (B) any weapon that is designed or intended to cause death or
serious bodily injury through the release, dissemination, or impact of toxic or poisonous
chemicals, or their precursors; (C) any weapon involving a biological agent, toxin, or
vector (as those terms are defined in section 178 of this title ); . . .”
(7) The suspects concealed by redaction of evidence (most heavily from January 31st to
February 3rd), Fauci’s e-mails, thus reflecting a secret cabal, or the “National Security
Crime Syndicate,” implicating agents in the CIA/DOJ/FBI/FOIA pharmaceutical
enterprise.
There was no officially announced criminal investigation. Thus, the redactions evidence
obstruction of governmental operations and a violation of 18 U.S. Code § 1519. “Silence
is evidence most persuasive.”
(8) The suspects are evidenced committing a ‘pattern-and-practice’ of deceptive trade in
science and geopolitics surrounding outbreaks of numerous lab viruses, including
HIV/AIDS, Ebola, Zika, HPV, and SARS as this author has documented during the past
quarter century.
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(9) The suspects operate a “health science racket”—an enterprise that profits from
diseases, public deceptions, cultural indoctrinations, academic and governmental (i.e.,
institutional) impositions, and toxic vaccinations.
(10) The suspects include an identified ‘inner circle’ of agents who acted as coconspirators in the COVID scheme. Those implicated in this global criminal
organization, besides Andersen’s and Garry’s co-author, Andrew Rambaut (a British
evolutionary biologist trained at Oxford), include the “teleconference” attendees listed in
Jeremy Farrar’s e-mail to Fauci on Saturday, February 1, 2020, shown below.
(11) The suspects knowingly and willfully agreed to keep their teleconference
discussion secret until they were instructed on further agreements (i.e., ‘meeting-of-theminds’) evidencing criminal mens rea. Farrar, who organized and MC’d the
teleconference wrote to the insiders in bold print, “Information and discussion is
shared in total confidence and not to be shared until agreement on next steps.”
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Other cited suspects include:
(a) Mike Ferguson, identified in the teleconference list of attendees, is a senior fellow
at the alleged non-profit Center for Medicine in the Public Interest (“CMPI”). He is also a
senior advisor and leader of the BakerHostetler law firm’s Federal Policy team. Under
Ferguson’s leadership, the firm has provided government affairs and lobbying services
to prosper businesses of all sizes, from global corporations to startup firms.
In 2016, Ferguson joined CMPI, that is described as a “free-market think tank” founded
by the Pacific Research Institute. (“PRI”) Under these circumstances of alleged COVID
biocrime, with the aforementioned evidence collected, the CMPI and PRI are presumed
to be operating as ‘fronts’ for CIA/In-Q-Tel and the National Security Agency to profit
from healthcare and population-control commerce. CMPI’s advertised “research agenda
deals with clinical outcomes and econometric studies that analyze the value of new
medicines and genomic and molecular-based medical innovation,” according to the CIAedited Wikipedia. “Robert Goldberg” is listed as the first “Key people” controlling the
New York City based CMPI organization.
Goldberg’s association with Michael Chertoff further evidences the “COVID-19 Coup,”
and compounds evidence of malice in the National Security Crime Syndicate’s
bioterroristic impositions to “destroy America from within.” This unconscionable,
treasonous, and deadly healthcare, vaccination, and immigration agenda, such as
imposed by the Biden Administration, evidences the crime syndicate.
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Goldberg and Chertoff were co-defendants in a lawsuit brought by Chinese immigrants
denied visas. Therein Goldberg is identified as the former “Consul General of the U.S.
Consulate General, Consular Section, Guangzhou, P.R. China.”
More evidence of organized crime maximizing profits internationally comes from CMPI’s
officers having written articles opposing price controls and generic drug supplies from
Canada. CMPI members oppose publicly-funded healthcare schemes and restrictions
on drug advertising in the European Union.
Further evidencing its CIA connections, the CMPI is also linked to the International
Center for Economic Policy Studies (ICEPS), later renamed the Manhattan Institute.
“The incorporation documents for the ICEPS were signed by prominent attorney Bill
Casey, later Director of the Central Intelligence Agency”.
Further evidencing the cabal’s intent to destroy America from within, Former Director of
the CIA, General David Patreaus, and former National Security Advisor and Secretary
of State, Henry Kissinger; and former Department of Homeland Security Secretary
(under President George W. Bush), Michael Chertoff, opposed Bob Casey (D-PA)’s
2016 bill to strengthen immigration policies and border security.
(b) Edward “Eddie” Charles Holmes is the co-author with Andersen, Garry, and
Rambaut, of the fraudulent ‘Nature Medicine’ paper schemed during the teleconference.
Holmes is an evolutionary biologist and virologist, and a National Health and Medical
Research Council (NHMRC) since 2012. The Australian professor at the University of
Sydney is also an Honorary Visiting Professor at Fudan University, Shanghai, China
(2019–present) as well as Guest Professor at the Chinese Center for Disease Control
and Prevention, Beijing, China (2014–present).
In March 2020, Holmes co-authored a paper titled The proximal origins of SARS-CoV-2,
also published in the Nature Medicine ‘yellow press’ which debunked speculation the
virus may have leaked from a research facility.
(c) Marion Koopmans is a Dutch virologist who is Head of the Erasmus MC
Department of Viroscience. Koopmans participated in a 28-day mission to Wuhan to
investigate the origins of the global COVID-19 pandemic. She was part of a team of
experts appointed by the World Health Organization (WHO), along with Peter Daszak,
who whitewashed the investigation. Following this WHO mission, “Professor Marion
Koopmans,” and Professor John Watson, were invited by the Chatham House, the
Royal Institute of International Affairs, based in London, to be debriefed, implicating the
Anglo oligarchy in the COVID biocrimes.
(d) Stefan Pohlmann (a.k.a., Prof. Dr. Stefan Pöhlmann) is the Head of the Infection
Biology Unit, German Primate Center. There, Pohlmann and staff investigates “how
emerging viruses interact with host cells and cause disease.” Their advertised “focus” is
“on lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus, Ebola virus, and SARS coronavirus. One aim of
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[their] research is to develop cell culture systems that allow predicting transmissibility
and thus pandemic potential of emerging viruses.”
This statement of fact further evidences complicity in bio-crimes violating Title II of
“Enhancing Controls on Dangerous Biological Agents and Toxins,” Sec. 201 (Sec.
351A), because Pohlmann’s complicity is “reasonably suspected” of advancing
biological weapons for mass depopulation.
Pohlmann’s group advertisements make known their business includes development,
production, transfer, acquisition, retention, or possession of biological agents, toxins, or
delivery systems not for prophylactic, protective, bona fide research for peaceful
purposes, but alternatively to generate mutant pathogens to study their gain-of-function
pathogenesis.
Pohlmann’s group also advertises their expertise in developing and researching primate
herpesviruses. “The transmission of herpes B virus from macaques to humans can
cause serve disease while closely related viruses seem to be apathogenic in humans,”
the group reported.
Gross fraud in the development and distribution of herpes virus mutants, including those
responsible for human papilloma viruses (“HPV”), cervical cancers, and vaccines
claimed to prevent them, was published by Horowitz on behalf of the Hawaii
Department of Public Health that initially censored and illegally concealed from the
public record that detailed scientific intelligence report.
(d) Paul Schreier is the Chief Operating Officer at Wellcome Trust, and Jeremy Farrar’s
companion. He joined Wellcome in September 2019, shortly before the infamous “Event
201” was administered; Six weeks later COVID-19 emerged as planned during that
conference.
Schreier, subordinate to Farrar, is responsible for the effective and efficient delivery of
Wellcome’s operations. His particular focus is on finance, grants, digital resources and
emerging technologies. Before joining Wellcome, Schreier led Hakluyt & Company, prior
to which he served as deputy secretary with responsibility for economic policy and
strategy in the Australian Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet. He was a
partner with McKinsey & Co; and an officer in the Royal Navy, including a period in
Command.
(e) Patrick Vallance (a.k.a., Sir Patrick John Thompson Vallance is a British physician,
scientist, and clinical pharmacologist who worked in academia and the biotechnology
industry. He has served as the Chief Scientific Adviser to the Government of the United
Kingdom since March 2018. In 2006, in his mid-40s, he joined Glaxo-Smith-Klein
(“GSK”), Pfizer’s owner, as head of drug discovery. Four years later he became head of
medicines discovery and development, and in 2012 he was appointed head of research
and development at GSK.
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Vallance’s teleconference attendance ties Pfizer and Moderna’s mRNA vaccines to the
aforementioned biocrimes. Deceptive science and unfair and deceptive commercial
trade by Pfizer is the subject of this author’s lawsuit against Pfizer in the Middle District
Court of Florida.
This evidence ties Pfizer and Moderna to the National Security Crime Syndicate’s ‘inner
circle.’
Final Note
The aforementioned facts evidencing organized bio-crimes committed by the named
suspects in the “National Security ‘Crime’ Syndicate” will undoubtedly be attacked for
debunking. This anticipated response to this article compounds evidence of the crime
syndicate’s pattern-and-practice of issuing propaganda and diversionary science to
commit consumer fraud and indemnify those guilty of pan-genocide or ‘humancide.’
We have witnessed this ‘standard operating propaganda procedure’ for ‘damage
control’ numerous times since HIV/AIDS emerged from Litton Bionetics’ lab in-or-about
1970 under U.S. military contracts and Congressional appropriations. (See the author’s
scientific report in Medical Hypothesis.)
Recently, in the context of dismissing COVID-19’s emergence from the Wuhan lab,
ignorant or complicit agents have resurrected the old Russian blame game.
Propagandists have long argued that Russia’s KGB sourced false stories incriminating
the U.S. military in the development of HIV/AIDS. In fact, the actual science
corroborating this thesis was not advanced by Russian agents at all. This author joined
six non-Russians internationally advancing the U.S. military/vaccine industry connection
to the AIDS pandemic.
“Ye shall know them by their fruit,” (Matthew 7:15–20). The science ‘spin doctors’
named above are liars and schemers who have killed millions of people. Today, their
ravages and damages are mounting because people are cognitively-conditioned to
disregard the ‘elephant under the carpet’ and ‘nude emperor’ parading on the world
stage.
Although many are calling for criminal investigations at the time of this writing, no one
has diagnosed the underlying pathology made crystal clear here in this report. The
‘regulatory capture’ of science, politics, the White House, the Justice Department, the
Big Tech media, and all intelligence agencies East and West, by the National Security
Crime Syndicate is implicated in the January 31 thru Feb. 3 e-mails of Fauci’s e-mails.
A Nuremberg-like trial is well justified by the evidence in hand. Neglecting this necessity
and public duty promises worsening depopulation bio-crimes. Such negligence invites
the excuse that SARS/CoV-2/HIV will “naturally” mutate and recombine with more
deadly viruses from “China,” such as H5N1—the bird flu. That virus that kills nearly 60%
of humans infected. This dire probability is based on science, and the crime syndicate’s
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pattern-and-practice, including efforts to censor this author and his intelligence on
biowarfare risking civilization’s extinction.
Flu researcher Ron Fouchier, in 2013, fought similarly against these deadly powers on
these urgent matters. Unconscionable impositions were authorized by the corrupted
court.
Fouchier worked to release life-saving intelligence showing how easy and risky it is to
hyperweaponize H5N1. The University of North Carolina and Wuhan lab subsequently
demonstrated this with COVID-19.
Fouchier, like this author, was precluded by a court from advancing his warnings. In
Fouchier’s case, the devil-doers flipped his argument. The crime syndicate ruled that
the knowhow to produce bioweapons of mass depopulation would fall into the wrong
hands.
–End–
A video by Dr. Horowitz summarizing this article is titled, EXPLOSIVE EXPOSURE of
COVID CRIME SYNDICATE by Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz. Efforts to post this streaming
video were inexplicably repeatedly blocked as witnessed by the several hosting
technicians.
________________
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